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STORY 
  
Setting.    It is a rainy night in a German city, Munich.  Inside a working man’s type bar. In the bar few 
people, a chesty bar lady, a couple of Gastarbeiter (immigrant workers,)  typically—and in the present 
case—from North Africa.  The juke box is playing Arabic pop music, and two guys are chatting over a 
beer. In comes a lady on the far side of middle age, though expressive and attractive in her way; she 
takes a seat at a table near the door. It is pouring outside; that is the explanation for her presence there., 
and we assume she is going to wait it out til the rain stops.  
  
Dance.   Interestingly enough, one of the two guest workers, who are chatting near the bar, suggests the 
other should invite the lady to dance—she is fifteen or twenty years his senior—and he, Ali, takes the 
suggestion. The pair dance formally but fondly, and when they have finished Ali escorts her back to her 
seat. As she prepares to leave, Ali hurries to her, insisting that she must not go home alone; he escorts 
her to her apartment building, she invites him up to her flat, and they drink a few glasses of brandy before 
he accepts her invitation to spend the night there.  
  
Marriage.    After the briefest of times together, the two give in to their reasons for valuing one another, 
and decide to get married, though by this time, and far more right after their marriage, it becomes evident 
that they have a rocky road ahead of them. From the first night on they are spied on by the most jealous, 
hate filled and bigoted co residents of Madame’s apartment building, and when it comes around, a few 
days later, to announcing the marriage to Emmi’s unsuspecting children, the couple realize how violent a 
reaction their behavior has triggered.   
  
Nationalism.  Emmi’s children desert her, disown her, while neither Emmi nor Ali—for different reasons—
fully grasps the intensity of that reaction of her children to their elders’ decision. To all of which must  be 
added that Germany was, at the time of the filming of Ali, in the midst of its involvement with Gastarbeiter, 
contractually engaged unskilled workers from all over Europe, North Africa, and Turkey, cheap labor 
imported to support the post war Wirtschaftswunder(industrial miracle) in Germany. As in other countries, 
including many today, the indigenous rejection of the foreign was a dominant societal theme. 
  
Love.   Emmi and Ali face obstacles. For a long time—though not forever—Emmi’s children reject her. 
For a long time neighbors turn their noses up at the pair, implying that Emmi’s condo is filthy, because of 
the scum that houses with her, or that the occasional Moroccans who visit them are druggies or 
subversives. Emmi’s fellow workers, cleaning ladies in a city building, scorn her new lifestyle, and the fact 
that she persists, off and on discouraged many times, jealous many other times, is plentiful  evidence for 
the durability of her feelings, right through to the last dance in the bar. Ali is equally faithful, though harder 
to read. From beginning to end he is sensitive and responsive to Emmi, and though his determination 
crashes on one occasion, he seemingly remains true for what matters most to him, someone who, in a 
rough and angry immigrant milieu, where innumerable migrants (like himself) end up with dangerous 
ulcers, is willing to accept him for what he is. 
  
THEMES 
  
Despair.  Emmi and Ali are an isolated pair, in this film, set aside from the belongers—Emmi’s co workers 
and fellow dwellers in the condominium, Ali’s buddies, whom we see from time to time, and few of whom 
are making that move toward the other, which Ali decides to make. Emmi, as the local person, feels cut 
off from the familiar, and is from time to time reduced to desperation, as on  the occasion when she is 
sitting with Ali in the park, and the pair of them are being scrutinized by watchers from a nearby 



restaurant.  It is as though the two of them are nothing but objects, and suddenly Emmi is reduced to 
weeping, for the lack of support-warmth in her community. She is in despair, while Ali is in any case the 
outsider, and is used to being reified; there is, therefore, a disjunction between the moods of the two 
members of the pair. 
  
Loneliness.     Loneliness drives Ali to Emmi in the first place. In the bar, at the beginning, he is lonely for 
‘female companionship,’  but he is also keenly aware of her loneliness, and therefore  responds at once to 
his friend’s suggestion, that he should ask Emmi to dance, He continues to support her, by escorting her 
to her house that rainy evening. At what point does love replace loneliness for Ali? Or does it? For Emmi 
loneliness is clearly the driver, from the start. She has been a widow for several years, she lacks self-
respect in her job as a ‘cleaning lady,’ and she longs for authorization to value herself again as a woman.  
  
Fear.   There is a diffuse fear throughout the daily lives of Emmi and Ali. Their environments are not 
friendly to them. Ali speaks of the Arab worker as a  ‘dog’ being mastered by his employer. Emmi will on 
occasion—when her neighborhood is more or less blacklisting her—wonder whether the familiar pattern 
of life will continue. The most explicit moment of fear, experienced by the two lovers, occurs when Emmi’s 
neighbors call the police on them. The pretext for this intrusion is the ‘loud’ Arabic music which is 
emanating from Emmi’s flat. (The music  
Is not ‘loud,’ but is used by Emmi’s neighbors as a pretext to intimidate the couple.)  
  
Love. As their environments begin to accept them, toward the end of the film, Emmi and Ali are only 
beginning to discover their love for one another. Until that point, the pair has been a mutual support team. 
They—especially Emmi-- have had many trials—and have survived them. They can now begin to 
discover one another.  
  
CHARACTERS 
  
Emmi.    Emmi is a mid life widow, who works as a cleaning lady in a public building in Munich. She has 
several children from her first marriage, and a small circle of female acquaintances in her apartment 
building. Basically lonely, she finds a difficult love with a Moroccan Gastarbeiter,  whom she marries. 
  
Ali.    Ali is a Moroccan Gastarbeiter, whom Emmi meets by chance, when she steps out of the rain one 
night, into a working man’s bar where Arabic music is being played on the juke box. Ali works as a 
mechanic in Munich, and until he meets Emmi he is—we presume—confined to the social world of North 
African guest workers. 
  
Barbara.    Barbara is the owner of the bar where Emmi first meets Ali. She is Ali’s former girlfriend, and 
reunites with him briefly during a period of conflict between Ali and Emmi.   
  
CHARACTER  ANALYSIS 
  
EMMI               (conscientious) 
  
Lonely.    Emmi is a mid life widow, who is lonely, has only her children to talk with,  and who works long 
hours as a cleaning lady in a public building in Munich; a job in which she feels little satisfaction and no 
pride. She has no distractions in her life.  She has several children from her first marriage, a small circle 
of female acquaintances in her apartment building, and two or three fellow workers whom she chats with 
in the building they all clean. Basically lonely, she happens by chance on another lonely human, and they 
joind forces together. He is a Moroccan Gastarbeiter, and values her warmth and tenderness, while she 
falls for his gentleness and natural charm. They fall in love. They marry. They survive.  
  
Parallels.   The warmth of unexpected affection is beautifully captured in the l989 film, Driving Miss 
Daisy,in which the rigor of  racial prejudice is gradually thawed. Love and respect create a new 
understanding, as they do when Emmi and Ali find one another. The best selling novel of the nineteenth 
century, Uncle Tom’s Cabin(1852), is about the rays of hope love sheds in the enslaved world of Uncle 
Tom himself, who like Ali is grateful for any signs of graciousness from the enslaving world. Grillparzer’s 



play, The Waves of the Sea and of Love(1831) is the most touching of the many accounts of the infinite 
but trouble fraught love between two people whom circumstances separate.  
  
Illustrative moments 
  
Lonely.      Emmi is lonely from the start of the film, even before her first meeting with Ali. She is a widow 
without much self-esteem, and few friends—outside of co- workers and apartment house neighbors. After 
her relation to Ali is known, her loneliness is greatly increased. 

  

Shy.  Emmi is not a self confident individual, from the start. She is easily hurt. When she confides, to her 
daughter and her out of sorts husband, that she is in love, she is unprepared for the mocking response 
she receives. Her shyness has rendered her unaccustomed to dealing with the attitudes of other people.  
  
Rejected.    Emmi is in a broad sense rejected by the social community she lives in. Her social milieu is 
on the whole critical of her; people conspire against her in her apartment building, stare at her (and her 
husband) in public, and mutter as she passes. The only break in this difficult reification comes after she 
has gone on vacation with Ali, and returned, to find her neighbors and co-workers mellower toward her—if 
only, as it turns out—because they want to exploit her.  
  
Isolated.       Lonely, shy and rejected, Emmi is by nature resigned to leading a withdrawn life. 
Fassbinder shows great insight into the mindset of the older underpaid and overworked worker, compliant 
by necessity to the constrictions of the economy and the pretty indifferent attitudes of others. Isolation is a 
natural response to this set of limits. In the present instance, Emmi shows a remarkable capacity, from 
the start of the film, to let someone else reach out to her. Ali, even more isolated than she, is probably the 
only kind of person she would have been able to allow inside her perimeter. 
  
Discussion questions 
  
Why do Emmi’s neighbors relent, in their attitude toward her and Ali? Do they change their minds toward 
this mixed couple? Or do they seek their own advantage? 
  
Do Ali and Emmi love each other equally? Is one party out for personal advantage? Or have we here an 
example of parity in the partnership of marriage? 
 


